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Abstract
For audio or video material to be more inclusive and accessible, automatic subti-
tle generation is essential. Nevertheless, implementing this technology into Bengali
presents significant challenges due to scarce resources and linguistic difficulty. In this
study, a new deep learning based system for creating Subtitles for Bengali multime-
dia automatically is introduced. The suggested approach makes use of the Wav2vec2
and the Common Voice Bengali Dataset, a large collection of Bengali audio record-
ings. This study uses the Common Voice Dataset Bengali to train and tune the
Wav2vec2 model in order to accurately convert Bengali audio into text. Current au-
tomatic speech recognition approaches are combined with Bengali language-specific
factors in the created system to give accurate and reliable transcription works. The
transcribed text is synced with the matching audio parts throughout the subtitle
production process. The produced subtitles are enhanced using post-processing ap-
proaches, similar to capitalization and punctuation restoration, to ensure readability
and consistency. The findings of this study might greatly improve Bengali language
media’s usability and availability across a range of sectors. The created subtitles
may enhance the watching experience for Bengali multimedia by easing greater un-
derstanding, and expanding availability. The study demonstrates the potential of
using deep learning and ASR methods to get over the difficulties of automated
subtitle production in the Bengali language, advancing multimedia availability and
inclusion.

Keywords: Automatic Subtitle Generation, Bengali Audio, Deep Learning, Com-
mon Voice Dataset, Wav2Vec2, Automatic Speech Recognition, Natural Language
Processing
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement
With the increasing amount of audio and video content being produced in Bengali,
there is a growing need for accurate and efficient automatic subtitle generation as the
tedious process of manually creating subtitles is time-consuming. Notably, 34.6% of
Bangladesh’s population (49.2 million) is affected by hearing loss, making automated
subtitles a daily necessity [6]. Additionally, to date, there is no research in the
field of Automatic Subtitle Generation for Bengali content. Moreover, the unique
phonetic and linguistic characteristics of Bengali further complicate the development
of robust machine-learning models for automatic subtitle generation. The goal of
this research is to develop an effective deep learning-based system for automatic
subtitle generation for Bengali language content.

1.2 Background Information
The process of automatically creating subtitles for audio or video is referred to as
Automatic Subtitle Generation. A transcript of the audio being played is presented
in the form of text that is projected over the video and shown as subtitles. Persons
who are deaf or hard of hearing may utilize them, as well as persons who are learning
a new language. It has grown more significant in today’s digital age, which is
characterized by the predominance of audiovisual information across a variety of
platforms, including films, television programs, internet videos, and resources for e-
learning. They make it possible to localize the content, which opens up audiovisual
material to a wider audience in a variety of locations and languages.

This Automatic Subtitle Generation makes use of sophisticated algorithms of deep
learning to properly recognize audio and position subtitles independently at the
appropriate places in the video. This technology enables users to save time and effort
by automatically creating subtitles, and it also gives them the ability to update and
translate those subtitles as necessary.

The application of these systems to the Bengali language has not yet reached its
full potential, even though significant progress has been achieved in the creation
of automated subtitle production systems for some other languages. The country
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of Bangladesh uses Bengali as its official language, while India recognizes Bengali
as one of its 23 official languages. Bengali is one of the languages that is spoken
the most in the Indian subcontinent. Bengali-specific automated subtitle-creation
technologies are few, despite the enormous number of Bengali speakers and the
cultural relevance of the Bengali language. This presents a substantial barrier to
access and participation for Bengali speakers.

There are several challenges associated with automatic subtitle generation for Ben-
gali audio. One of the major challenges in developing an effective Automatic Subtitle
Generation system for Bengali language content is the lack of large-scale datasets of
Bengali audio and subtitles. Datasets are essential for training and assessing deep
learning models because they provide the necessary examples and patterns for the
models to learn from. However, Bengali audio data is scarce compared to other com-
monly spoken languages. Without access to large-scale datasets, the development
and enhancement of automatic Bengali subtitle generation systems that perform
well on a wide variety of Bengali audio content may be hampered.

Figure 1.1: Sample Bengali Subtitle.
The complexity of the Bengali language presents an extra challenge to developers
who are tasked with developing an automatic subtitle-generation system for material
written in Bengali. The word combinations, tense systems, and case systems as well
as the sentence structures of this language are quite complex. There are many
different linguistic variants in Bengali, and each of them conveys a distinct and
subtle meaning. When it comes to writing a suitable subtitle, having a firm grasp
on the correct verb form is necessary.

In addition, the Bengali language has a vast array of variants as a result of factors
such as accent, dialect, and mood. Words may be pronounced differently based on
a variety of circumstances, such as the speaker’s regional or cultural background.
Word pronunciations may change depending on which of Bengali’s various dialects
a person employs. As a result, producing subtitles in Bengali of good quality may
be rather difficult.
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Although study into the development of automated subtitles has been studied for
several languages that are widely spoken, the possible relevance of such research
to Bengali has not been examined to the same extent. Therefore, researchers in
this field generally have to start from the beginning when doing their own ground-
work rather than drawing on the work of others in the field. Because there hasn’t
been much work done in this area, developing an efficient system for automatically
generating subtitles for Bengali-language videos may be more difficult.

Despite these obstacles, there has been some improvement in the area of automatic
speech recognition in the Bengali language, which lays the groundwork for the cre-
ation of an efficient system for the generation of automatic subtitles for material
written in the Bengali language. We can now create subtitles with a level of accu-
racy that is satisfactory thanks to the development of a variety of Speech Recognition
systems that are based on deep learning.

The end objective is to improve accessibility and inclusion for Bengali speakers in
many fields such as the media, education, and entertainment, while also laying the
groundwork for more study into the automated production of subtitles for other
languages with little resources.

There is still a lot of work to be done in the field of research that is relatively new,
which is automatic subtitle production. There is currently no one working on the
process of automatically generating subtitles in the Bengali language. This is a big
hole in the literature since Bengali is a widely used language that is spoken by more
than 260 million people all over the globe.

1.3 Research Objectives
The primary purpose of this thesis is to create an automated subtitle creation system
for Bengali audio that is both efficient and accurate, and it will do so with the use
of deep learning methods. More specifically, the study hopes to accomplish the
following goals:

1. Explore and analyze available resources and datasets for Bengali audio and
subtitles, with a focus on using the Common Voice Dataset Bengali for training
and evaluating the subtitle generation model.

• Look into different sources and collections of Bengali audio and subtitles
that researchers have used in the past.

• Check how good these datasets are in terms of size, diversity, and whether
the audio and subtitles match up.

• Dive into the Common Voice Dataset Bengali, a big collection of vari-
ous languages, and see how it can be useful for training and testing the
subtitle generation model.

• Investigate any issues or difficulties that might come up when using the
Common Voice Dataset Bengali, and come up with possible solutions.

2. Find the best ASR models to accurately transcribe Bengali audio into text.
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• Read up on the latest research about automatic speech recognition (ASR)
models and techniques that are specifically designed for processing Ben-
gali.

• Identify and evaluate the most advanced ASR models that have proven
to be accurate in converting Bengali audio into text.

• Consider both traditional models and newer deep learning-based mod-
els, like recurrent neural networks (RNNs) or transformer models, and
compare how well they perform in creating subtitles.

3. Create a deep learning-based system for automatic subtitle generation, using
techniques like speech recognition, natural language processing, and sequence-
to-sequence modeling.

• Develop a step-by-step process for generating subtitles automatically,
starting from the audio input and ending with the final subtitle output.

• Explore and choose the right natural language processing techniques that
can handle Bengali text effectively, like breaking it into words (tokeniza-
tion), finding root words (stemming), or labeling the parts of speech.

• Experiment with different sequence-to-sequence models, such as encoder-
decoder setups with attention mechanisms, to generate subtitles based
on the transcribed audio.

• Evaluate and fine-tune the subtitle generation model using measures like
WER or CER to make sure it’s accurate and does a good job.

• Take into account any challenges that might come up during the subti-
tle generation process, such as dealing with multiple speakers, handling
background noise, or dealing with words that are not commonly used.
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Chapter 2

Background & Literature Review

2.1 Automatic Speech Recognition
Figure 2.1 illustrates how Automatic Speech Recognition over the past century has
evolved and highlights the increasing dominance of Transformer-based models in
the last decade. Even though Bengali is one of the most spoken languages in the
world, very little research has been done in this domain. One of the more recent
works was done by Showrav [41]. He worked with a dataset that contained 399
hours worth of samples from 19,817 contributors. He used a pre-trained model
named IndicWav2Vec [31]. It is a Wav2Vec 2.0 model which was fine-tuned from
the “facebook/wav2vec2-large-960h-lv60-self” model. He achieved a Levenshtein
Mean Distance of 3.819 in the test dataset.

1920 1950 1980 2000 2020
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Voice 

Recognition 
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End- to- End

Figure 2.1: Evolution of Automatic Speech Recognition over the past century.

Sayan et al. used a CTC-based CNN-RNN model for the Bengali Automatic Speech
Recognition task [24]. Two CNN blocks were suggested: a two-layered Block A and
a four-layered Block B, with the first layer being a 7x3 kernel and the succeeding
levels all being 3x3 kernels. They benchmarked and assessed the Bengali ASR
task performance of seven deep neural network topologies with varied degrees of
complexity and depth using the publicly available Large Bengali ASR Training data
set. With Block B, our best model has a WER of 13.67, which is 1.39% lower than
similar models using bigger convolution kernels of sizes 41x11 and 21x11.
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Back in the day, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) were the most prevalent mod-
els in the domain of speech recognition. Later came, the Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) model. However, the frame-independence assumption made
by HMMs [1] and CTC [4] proved to be a problem in certain scenarios. Seq2Seq
on the other hand is a general framework for neural machine translation and other
sequence generation tasks. It can be used for speech recognition and it removes
the unreasonable frame-independence assumption made by the earlier models [13].
Even though Seq2Seq is quite a competent model for speech recognition it suffers
from drawbacks like slow training speed and requires huge computational resources.
In regards to that, a no-recurrence sequence-to-sequence model was introduced by
Linhao et al. which obtained a 10.92% WER after 1-day training [13].

Moreover, several recent research studies have been made regarding ASR in the past.
A study by Park et al. presents a data augmentation method called SpecAugment,
which is specifically designed for ASR tasks [17]. The method is based on warping
the time and frequency axes of the audio signal and applying masking and frequency
masking to the signal. The authors show that this method can significantly improve
the performance of ASR systems, especially for low-resource languages and noisy en-
vironments. Using 1D time-channel separable convolutions, Kriman et al. present
QuartzNet, a deep neural network architecture for ASR tasks [16]. This architec-
ture is shown to be computationally efficient while still achieving state-of-the-art
performance on a variety of ASR benchmarks, as demonstrated by the authors.

Some researchers have proposed end-to-end deep learning models that map the raw
audio to the text without resorting to a phoneme or word recognition step first.
These models include Listen, Attend, and Spell (LAS) and Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC). These models have proven to be especially useful in situations
where there are limited resources available, such as when dealing with a local dialect
or a noisy environment.

Deep learning techniques have significantly improved the performance of Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) systems in recent years. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) and long short-term memory (LSTM) networks are frequently employed
because they are effective at modeling sequential data, such as speech. Convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) are also a viable option for extracting features from
unprocessed audio data.

The sequence-to-sequence has been implemented using LSTM and GRU but Yu
Zhang et al. on the other hand came up with very deep convolutional networks
to come up with significantly improved results [10]. Their best model achieved a
WER of 10.53% without any language model which was significantly better than
other models at that time. They used the Wall Street Journal ASR dataset for their
experiment.

A very common problem with speech recognition is the quality and availability of the
dataset and the training time. Some languages do not have enough resources in such
cases, for example, the language that we are focusing on that is, Bengali. Sun et al.
in their research worked around ways to improve the efficiency of low-resource speech
recognition [28]. Without any transfer learning or data augmentation methods and
with only more or less 10 hours of data, they achieved an 8% improvement in CER
compared to the baseline models.
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Speaking of datasets, Das et al. contributed to creating a dataset for the Bengali
language. Their dataset was divided into two sections based on age groups [3]. One
included people ranging from 20-40 years old and another from 60-80 years old.
They used a toolkit very popular back in the day known as the Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit for aligning the dataset. The result of the aged people was worse
than that of the young ones.

Cho et al. also had contributions to the low-resource speech recognition area.
Seq2Seq as a model even though have been providing very good results but has
an issue with the huge amount of data it requires [12]. They used transfer learning
for 4 BABEL languages from the 10 languages they used to build a Seq2Seq model.
It proves to be a significantly better approach. On the other hand, during decod-
ing, they also used RNNLM with the model they built earlier on. This integration
also provides a significantly better result. Their target languages were Assamese,
Tagalog, Swahili, and Lao with the best results in Lao with a %WER of 57.9.

Dutta et al. addressed the task of post-editing in Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) systems, specifically focusing on correcting phonetic and spelling errors [37].
The proposed approach utilizes a pre-trained sequence-to-sequence model called
BART, which is adaptively trained to function as a denoising model for error cor-
rection. An augmented dataset is used for adaptive training, which includes synthet-
ically induced errors and actual errors from an existing ASR system. Additionally, a
word-level alignment-based approach is proposed for rescoring the outputs. Experi-
mental results on accented speech data demonstrate the effectiveness of the strategy
in rectifying ASR errors and improving the Word Error Rate (WER) compared to
a competitive baseline. However, it is noted that the proposed model has limita-
tions in capturing a wider context, as evidenced by a negative result obtained in the
grammatical error correction task for the Hindi language.

Gulati et al. introduced the Conformer, a model that combines the strengths of both
transformer and CNN models for ASR tasks. It effectively captures both local and
global dependencies in audio sequences. According to the authors, the Conformer
achieved state-of-the-art accuracy on the LibriSpeech benchmark, with a WER of
2.1%/4.3% without a language model and 1.9%/3.9% with an external language
model on test/test_other. Its ability to extract robust and accurate features from
speech samples improves the performance of voice cloning systems, and its efficient
design also reduces computation time [23].

The system proposed by Moritz et al. employs triggered attention in the encoder
and time-restricted self-attention in the decoder, it is an end-to-end ASR system
based on transformers, specifically designed for streaming ASR applications where
a result needs to be produced as quickly as possible after each spoken word [25].
The system’s word error rate (WER) is 2.8% on the “clean” test data and 7.3% on
the “other” test data, representing state-of-the-art performance on the LibriSpeech
benchmark. The proposed streaming transformer architecture could be used as
an ASR component of the system to transcribe the speech of a target speaker in
real-time. The proposed system would work well in applications where real-time
transcription is needed. Additionally, the triggered attention mechanism of the
transformer-based architecture could be used to improve the robustness of the system
to different speaking styles and variations in the speech samples.
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Open-source technologies have paved the way for easier access for everyone to pro-
ceed with their research in the speech recognition field. Of them the most popular
and one of the most recent ones is the Pytorch-Kaldi Toolkit [18]. This open-source
toolkit gives us a lot of freedom in this domain. It is possible to plug in our models,
tune the hyperparameters, also use our custom dataset, plug in our features, and
many more. Kaldi is written in C++ and to use it in Python, a wrapper named
PyKaldi has been developed.

Ankit et al. worked with 3 languages of the same Indo-Aryan family for their
research one of which is Bengali [33]. They used the Kaldi model and Py-Torch
Kaldi Toolkits for their entire research. Two different techniques were combined in
their research to get an optimal result in speech recognition. The two techniques
are transfer learning and semi-supervised learning. Their proposed architecture
was SincNet-CNN-LiGRU. The best WER for Bengali they reported was 11.20%
whereas for Hindi it was below 6%. The acoustic model they suggested had a 25.65%
performance improvement for the Hindi language. The RNNLM did not work quite
well for Bengali but worked quite exceptionally for the other two languages.

Hannun et al. came up with a new approach that did not have any concept of
“phoneme” or use any phoneme dictionary which is the Deep Speech model [5].
Their model had a 16% error rate on the full test data set. The Deep Speech model
also contributed to handling noisy environments better than the other systems that
existed back then.

Deep Speech 2, the improved version of Deep Speech marked an important milestone
in the development of end-to-end speech recognition systems based on deep learning
techniques. Deep Speech 2 was enhanced using much more advanced techniques
using bidirectional RNNs, CNN, and CTC loss. Amodei et al. in 2016 used Deep
Speech 2 for end-to-end speech recognition in Mandarin and English [7]. They
achieved a remarkable result of 1% WER on the WSJ-Eval92 dataset.

Zhao et al. address the speaker mismatch problem in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) using transformer models [29]. A speaker-aware training approach is pro-
posed, where speaker knowledge is embedded into the transformer encoder using
a persistent memory model. Speaker information is represented by static speaker
i-vectors, which are concatenated to speech utterances at each self-attention layer
of the encoder. This creates a persistent memory that carries speaker information
throughout the encoder depth. The model captures speaker knowledge through
self-attention between speech and the persistent memory vector. Experimental re-
sults on ASR tasks such as LibriSpeech, Switchboard, and AISHELL-1 demonstrate
significant word error rate (WER) reductions of 4.7% to 12.5% compared to other
models with the same objective. The proposed model also outperforms the first
persistent memory model used in ASR, achieving WER reductions of 2.1% to 8.3%.

Zeyer et al. presented a Transformer encoder-decoder-attention model for end-to-
end speech recognition, which achieves competitive results with less training time
compared to an LSTM model [21]. The Transformer training is observed to be
more stable but prone to overfitting and generalization issues. Incorporating two
initial LSTM layers in the Transformer encoder improves positional encoding. Data
augmentation using a variant of SpecAugment enhances both the Transformer and
LSTM models by 33% and 15% respectively. Various pretraining and scheduling
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schemes are analyzed, leading to improved performance. Additional convolutional
layers are added to enhance the LSTM model. Experiments conducted on Lib-
riSpeech, Switchboard, and TED-LIUM-v2 datasets demonstrate state-of-the-art
performance on TED-LIUM-v2. The paper provides practical comparisons, limited
training on LibriSpeech, and offers the code and setups for reproducibility.

Yue et al. focused on end-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) for code-
switching (CS) speech, specifically addressing the challenges posed by low-resourced
acoustic data [20]. The proposed ASR pipeline aims to improve the transcription
of Frisian-Dutch code-switched speech archives. Two key techniques are employed:
a multi-graph decoding approach that creates separate search spaces for monolin-
gual and mixed recognition tasks to maximize the use of available textual resources,
and language model rescoring using a recurrent neural network trained with cross-
lingual embedding and adapted with limited in-domain CS text. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques in enhancing the recognition
performance of the low-resourced E2E CS ASR system.

Wav2Vec is a very popular and recent model designed for this domain which incor-
porates CNN. It was 1st introduced in 2019 by Schneider et al. [19]. They used
unsupervised learning to improve supervised learning. Their model improved the
WER by up to 36% compared to other base models. It proved to perform better
than Deep Speech 2 with a WER of 2.43%.

In a research by Radford et al., they focused on improving the performance of Whis-
per, a speech recognition system, particularly in lower-resource languages [38]. It
identifies the lack of training data as a major hurdle and proposes that increasing
the amount of data for these languages can significantly enhance speech recognition
accuracy. The authors suggest studying fine-tuning as a means to further improve
results, especially in domains with high-quality supervised speech data. They em-
phasize that fine-tuning allows for better comparisons with prior work and can lead
to additional enhancements. The paper also raises the question of whether Whis-
per’s robustness is primarily due to its strong decoder, which is an audio-conditional
language model. To investigate this, the authors propose conducting experiments
where various components of Whisper are ablated or examining the performance of
other speech recognition encoders when combined with a language model. Addition-
ally, the authors consider the possibility of incorporating unsupervised pre-training
or self-teaching methods, which are common in recent state-of-the-art speech recog-
nition systems. While not essential for achieving good performance in Whisper,
these techniques might yield further improvements.

The exponential growth of online child exploitation material poses a significant
challenge for European Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs). To address this issue, a
next-generation AI-powered platform is proposed to process audio data from online
sources in a timely and practical manner. The platform utilizes speech recogni-
tion and keyword-spotting techniques to transcribe audiovisual data and identify
keywords related to child abuse. Two neural-based architectures, Wav2vec2.0 and
Whisper, known for their accuracy, are employed for model development. Extensive
testing is conducted across different languages and scenarios. To protect the sensi-
tive data obtained from LEAs, federated learning is explored as a privacy-preserving
approach to enhance system robustness. The proposed models achieve word error
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rates ranging from 11% to 25%, depending on the language, and demonstrate high
true-positive rates (82% to 98%) in recognizing spotted words. Furthermore, feder-
ated learning strategies prove effective in maintaining or improving system perfor-
mance compared to centralized trained models. The proposed AI-powered platform
and the use of federated learning provide a foundation for automated audio analysis
in forensic applications related to child abuse, with privacy considerations at the
forefront [42].

Zweig et al. introduced advancements in CTC-based all-neural speech recognizers
by proposing a new symbol inventory, an iterated CTC method, and stabilization
and initialization techniques [11]. Evaluations on the NIST 2000 conversational
telephony test set demonstrate superior performance compared to previous systems,
both with and without external language models. The ReLU-RNN system achieves
a state-of-the-art error rate of 15%, surpassing previous character-based CTC sys-
tems. While current neural-only systems have yet to match the logic of conventional
approaches, the results highlight the rapid improvement in the performance of all-
neural systems.

Zhu et al. explored the development of a streamable end-to-end multilingual auto-
matic speech recognition system based on the Transformer Transducer [30]. Several
techniques are proposed to adapt the self-attention architecture based on language
identification. The authors analyze the trade-offs of each method in terms of qual-
ity improvements and the introduction of additional parameters. Experiments con-
ducted on a real-world task involving five languages show relative gains of approxi-
mately 8% to 20% compared to the baseline multilingual model. Overall, the study
focuses on enhancing the performance of multilingual speech recognition systems
through architectural adaptations and demonstrates promising results.

Zhou et al. addressed the disparity between the objective function (maximum like-
lihood) and the performance metric (word error rate) used in end-to-end speech
recognition models trained with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [14].
To overcome this mismatch, the authors propose joint training using both maxi-
mum likelihood and policy gradient. By leveraging policy learning, they optimize
directly on the performance metric. Experimental results demonstrate that this
joint training approach improves relative performance by 4% to 13% compared to
maximum likelihood training alone. The proposed model achieves impressive word
error rates of 5.53% on the Wall Street Journal dataset and 5.42% and 14.70% on
the Librispeech test-clean and test-other sets, respectively.

The need for a fully acoustic-oriented Subword modeling approach in end-to-end
automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been addressed by Zhou et al. The pro-
posed method, called Acoustic Data-Driven Subword Modeling (ADSM), combines
the advantages of various text-based and acoustic-based subword techniques [35].
ADSM utilizes a fully acoustic-oriented label design and learning process to gen-
erate acoustic-structured subword units and acoustic-matched target sequences for
ASR training. Experimental evaluations on the LibriSpeech corpus demonstrate
that ADSM outperforms existing approaches such as byte pair encoding (BPE) and
pronunciation-assisted subword modeling (PASM) in all cases. ADSM achieves more
logical word segmentation and balanced sequence lengths, making it suitable for
both time-synchronous and label-synchronous ASR models. The paper also briefly
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discusses how ADSM can be used for acoustic-based subword regularization and
handling unseen text segmentation.

Similarly, Shahgir et al. fine-tuned wav2vec 2.0 to recognize and transcribe Ben-
gali speech [40]. They used the Bengali Common Voice Speech Dataset to train
it. After undergoing 71 epochs of training, the validation set consisting of 7747
elements yielded a training loss of 0.3172 and a WER (word error rate) of 0.2524.
In addition, this result was accomplished using only 17.84% of the Bengali Common
Voices Dataset, which suggests that it is quite likely that even better results can be
accomplished by making use of the complete dataset.

Rakib et al. also worked on the same Bengali Common Voice Speech Dataset and
achieved better results than the SOTA pre-trained Bengali ASR models by opti-
mizing a pre-trained wav2vec2 model [39]. Their fine-tuned model achieved a WER
of 4.66% and a CER of 1.54% on the validation set of the common voice speech
dataset.

2.2 Automatic Subtitle Generation
Deep Learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms are used in the
process of automatic subtitle synthesis, which is a method that creates subtitles
for videos automatically. This may be beneficial for those who are deaf or hard of
hearing, as well as those who wish to better comprehend accents or languages that
they are not already fluent in [9].

The use of an ensemble-based technique is one strategy for automatically generating
subtitles. This method integrates many distinct natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms to increase the performance of subtitle production and video summa-
rization [15]. Generating subtitles from audio samples is also possible with the use
of machine learning strategies and high-performance computer methods, such as
graphics processing units (GPUs).

In addition, there is a wide variety of software and online services accessible for the
development of automated subtitles. For example, Nova A.I. is designed to create
subtitles automatically, allowing users to hardcode subtitles on top of their videos
or download them as SRT, VTT, or TXT files [44]. Animaker’s Automatic Subtitle
Maker is another AI-powered tool that recognizes speech, generates subtitles, and
adds them to videos [43].

In addition to these tools, researchers have explored different techniques for improv-
ing automatic subtitle generation. For instance, a study compared various speech
recognition engines in a real-time use case, finding that DeepSpeech had the lowest
Word Error Rate (WER) of 26%, but CMU Sphinx was a better overall engine for
the given use case when considering system resource usage [27].

Similarly, with the help of RNN, Kiran et al. generated video subtitles and indexed
the scenes accordingly [32]. They discussed preprocessing audio data and extracting
features as well. Che et al. generated subtitles for their lecture with the help of
Automatic Speech Recognition, Sentence Boundary Detection, and Machine Trans-
lation [8]. Through their research, they found that with the help of their Automatic
Lecture Subtitle generator can help human subtitle producers 54% of the time.
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Their model can generate English subtitles quite accurately. They also proposed a
framework to prepare bilingual subtitles (English to Chinese) without declining the
quality.

In 2009, Boris Guenebaut conducted research on Automatic Subtitle Generation for
Sound in Videos [2]. Although the results were not entirely successful, he made
significant findings in his study. The author acknowledged that his proposed system
does not present enough stability to be widely used. However, it proposes one
interesting way that can certainly be improved. Similarly, Patel et al., in their
research, used CMUSPHINX4 java API to recognize the extracted audio from the
media, and generate subtitles from it [26]. Singh et al. proposed an automated
approach to generating audio and video transcripts in multiple Indian languages [34].
Their method involves converting media speech to text and subsequently translating
it.

In summary, automatic subtitle generation is an important and growing field that
leverages machine learning and NLP algorithms to create subtitles for videos. There
are various approaches and tools available for this purpose, and ongoing research
aims to improve the accuracy and efficiency of these techniques.

Despite the growing importance of Bengali as a global language, there has been a
lack of research in the field of Automatic Subtitle Generation for Bengali content.
This gap in the literature is significant as it limits the accessibility of Bengali media
to a wider audience. By conducting research in this area, we can improve the
representation and reach of Bengali language and culture. Therefore, it is very
necessary to carry out this study to satisfy this need.
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Chapter 3

Dataset

3.1 Gathering Dataset
The gathering of an applicable dataset to use in the training and evaluation of our
automated subtitle-generating system for Bengali audio was the first stage in the
process of conducting our study. To accomplish this thing, we made use of the Ben-
gali Common Voice Dataset that was made available by Mozilla [36]. This particular
dataset was named because it includes a different range of speakers, accents, and
speech styles, which enables it to be an accurate reflection of factual Bengali speech.

The Bengali Common Voice Dataset is a vast collection of multilingual speech data
that was donated by volunteers who recorded their voices while reading audibly
from specified textbooks. These recordings are included in the Bengali Common
Voice Dataset. The dataset contains abstracts in Bengali that correlate to the audio
recordings that are included in it. To train our Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) system, the aligned audio and textbook pairs that are handed here serve as
significant resources.

To get access to the dataset, we went to the official website of the Common Voice
project developed by Mozilla [22]. We downloaded the dataset that was applicable
to the Bengali language. Because the dataset is intimately accessible and certified
under an open license, it may be used for academic study.

Because it covers such a wide variety of subjects and situations, the Bengali Common
Voice Dataset is an excellent choice for training an ASR system that may be used for
a variety of purposes. The data collection includes speakers of the Bengali language
who are of all periods, genders, and geographical origins. This helps to ensure that
the Bengali language is directly represented.

The Bengali Common Voice Dataset comprises roughly audio recordings from 22,817
contributors and has a total storage capacity of 1267 hours’ worth of speech data
(53 hours validated by one or more users). Because of the large size of the dataset
and the wide range of voices represented, it’s an excellent resource for tutoring and
testing our automated subtitle-generating technique.
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Figure 3.1: Sample Spectograms of train audio in the dataset.

3.2 Dataset Comparison
The two largest datasets for Bengali speech recognition tasks that are publicly avail-
able are the OpenSLR dataset and the Common Voice dataset by Mozilla. We chose
the Common Voice dataset as when compared that was the more suitable dataset
for our task. The OpenSLR dataset contains a large Bengali ASR training dataset
which contains about 196000 utterances. On the other hand, the Bengali Common
Voice dataset has about 1267 hours worth of data.

The Common Voice dataset demonstrates a greater diversity of features which we
visualized in Figure 3.2. Alongside, histogram 3.2 exhibits a wider range of sound
levels for the Common Voice Dataset.

The OpenSLR dataset has a minimum of 6.31 voiced segments per second with a
median of 1.36 whereas the Common Voice dataset shows a wider range, with a
minimum of 0 and a median of 2.35. This indicates that OpenSLR tends to contain
speech with more consistent vocalization, possibly due to its professional or studio-
based recordings, but on the other hand, common voice includes a more diverse
range of speech, including instances with lower vocalization rates which might be
because of more participants. Our task benefits from the diverse range of speeches
of the Common Voice dataset. OpenSLR, because of studio-based recordings or
controlled recording environments has a better balance to the sound levels.
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Figure 3.2: Feature Histogram comparisons between Common Voice Dataset &
OpenSLR [36].

A lower dynamic range in sound levels has been exhibited by OpenSLR with an
upper and lower limit of -12dB to -46 dB. On the contrary, Common Voice displays
a wider range, with an upper limit of -9 dB to -120 dB. This adds to the previous
reasons that we pointed out for the difference in the sound levels. In terms of pauses
in the audio files, Common Voice samples have shorter pauses during vocalization.
It has higher average voice segments per second because of the time constraint.

So, because of the above insights that we provided, the Common Voice dataset by
Mozilla was the more suitable choice for our research purpose as it provides a lot
more variety for us to work with.

3.3 Preprocessing
In our project utilizing the Mozilla Common Voice dataset, we undertook a series
of critical data preprocessing techniques and steps to ensure the data’s quality,
consistency, and readiness for speech recognition. The dataset initially comprised
various columns, including clientid, path, sentence, upvotes, downvotes, age, gender,
accents, and locale.
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3.3.1 Data Quality Assessment
It goes without saying the importance of a good quality of a dataset. That is why
our priority was to assess and enhance the quality of the dataset. To achieve this,
we considered the approach of checking the votes provided by reviewers of the public
dataset, considering the upvotes (indicating favorable assessments) and downvotes
(indicating unfavorable assessments). We implemented the following steps:

Vote-Based Filtering

We kept only the parts of the dataset where more people liked them than disliked
them. If there were parts with an equal number of likes and dislikes or no votes at
all, we didn’t include them. This careful filtering based on votes made the dataset
more trustworthy and better for training our speech recognition model.

Audio Data Normalization

To make sure all the audio sounded the same and could be easily compared, we used
a technique called normalization. This process adjusted the volume of the audio so
that it fell within a specific range, usually between -1 and 1. This adjustment was
important because it helped keep the audio signals consistent and made the training
process for our models more reliable and successful.

Enhanced Dataset for Speech Recognition

Through these steps, we made the Mozilla Common Voice dataset even better for
speech recognition work. By using votes to filter the data, we kept only the parts
that people liked and trusted. We also made sure all the audio was in a similar range,
which is like keeping everything on the same page. This careful process means we
now have a clean dataset ready to be used. It’s perfect for training and testing
speech recognition models, and it makes them work more accurately and effectively.

3.3.2 Empowering Speech Recognition Tasks
The extensive data preparation we conducted has resulted in a stronger Mozilla
Common Voice dataset, ready to support speech recognition tasks effectively. This
dataset improvement process, achieved through careful filtering based on votes, au-
dio normalization, and segmenting audio into chunks, brings several important ben-
efits:

Enhanced Reliability: We filtered the dataset based on votes to keep mostly the
parts that reviewers found reliable. This step helped us remove less trustworthy or
potentially incorrect data, making our training data more dependable.

Consistency and Uniformity: By normalizing the audio, we ensured that all
audio waveforms were adjusted to fit within a consistent range. This consistency in
how the audio data is presented is crucial for training models effectively, as it keeps
things stable and helps the model learn more efficiently.

Improved Data Handling: Converting videos to MP3 format made it easier to
work with audio content. MP3 audios are usually more compressed than the initial
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WAV format that we received from the public dataset. It also requires less band-
width, can be processed faster, and is computationally more efficient for us in this
task. Additionally, dividing the audio into smaller, well-documented chunks, each
with timecodes, made it much simpler to handle and analyze the audio, especially
when generating subtitles from it.

3.3.3 Ready-to-Use Dataset
The dataset we’ve worked on, after going through careful preparation, has become
an invaluable resource for training and testing speech recognition models. This
cleaned-up dataset brings several advantages:

Accuracy: We made sure the dataset contained mostly high-quality audio record-
ings with accurate transcriptions. This boosts the accuracy of the speech recognition
models we train with this data.

Efficiency: We made the dataset more efficient to work with. Normalizing the
audio and breaking it into smaller chunks made it easier for computers to process
and for models to learn from. This approach simplifies both training and analysis.

Versatility: The enhanced dataset is adaptable. This dataset can now be used
in many speech recognition tasks as well and the one we are going for that is the
subtitle generation task. Depending on the researcher this dataset is now a valuable
asset for its versatility.

In the end, after putting in a lot of effort to make sure our data was top-notch, we’ve
transformed the Mozilla Common Voice dataset into a rock-solid and dependable
tool for speech recognition work. This improved version of the dataset after all this
preprocessing that we ended up with will not only help us in this specific task but
also other researchers as well.
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Chapter 4

Model Backgrounds &
Architecture

In this part, we describe the model that was chosen, which is called Wav2Vec2, along
with an overview of the architecture that was used for the system that generated
automated subtitles for this thesis.

4.1 Wav2Vec2 Model
The Wav2Vec2 model was created by Facebook AI Research as a state-of-the-art
architecture for automated speech recognition (ASR) workloads that need end-to-
end processing. It has achieved exceptional levels of success across a wide range
of languages and fields. The Wav2Vec2 model has been through multiple versions,
and each successive version has shown significant improvements in terms of both its
performance and its efficiency. Along with base models, wav2vec2 has some pre-
trained versions that are trained on large-scale multilingual corpora, which makes
it applicable to a variety of languages, including Bengali.

In addition to the models that have already been trained, Wav2Vec2 also offers basic
models that may be used as a foundation for further modification and adaptation to
meet the requirements of certain downstream jobs. These foundational models have
not been trained on any one particular dataset or language; instead, they provide
the flexibility to be fine-tuned using data that is relevant to a certain domain.

In addition, Facebook AI Research has developed a multilingual version of Wav2Vec2
known as XLSR (cross-lingual speech representations). XLSR was developed to
learn speech representations that are applicable across different languages. After
that, the XLS-R (XLM-R for Speech) models were made available to the public.
These models made use of unsupervised pre-training on over half a million hours’
worth of audio data, and they were able to recognize 128 different languages. The
XLS-R models are available in a variety of sizes, with the maximum number of
parameters ranging anywhere from 300 million to two billion. They have been pre-
trained on an enormous quantity of data from several languages, which enables them
to recognize a variety of speech patterns and improves their capacity to transmit
knowledge across languages.
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Figure 4.1: Wav2Vec 2.0 Model Architecture.

During self-supervised pre-training, XLS-R randomly masks feature vectors to pre-
pare them for passing on to a transformer network. This process is analogous to
the masked language modeling aim that BERT seeks to achieve. By going through
this procedure, the model is given the ability to learn contextualized speech repre-
sentations. A single linear layer is put on top of the network that has already been
pre-trained to facilitate the fine-tuning of certain tasks, like voice recognition, speech
translation, and audio categorization. Because of this, the model may be trained on
labeled data, which enables it to be adapted to the downstream applications that
are needed.

The Wav2Vec2 model is made up of two primary components, which are feature
extraction and a transformer-based encoder:

1. Feature Extraction: The Wav2Vec2 model needs the raw audio waveform
to be transformed into a high-dimensional feature representation, and here is
where the feature extraction module comes into play. The procedures in this
approach are intended to extract educational elements from the audio input.

The module first performs a process known as filterbank analysis on the raw
audio waveform. This entails utilizing a bank of filters to divide the audio
stream into several frequency bands. The model is able to capture the spectral
content and fluctuations in the spoken signal by breaking down the audio into
various frequency components.

A logarithmic compression method is used to increase the extracted features’
ability to discriminate. Due to the signal’s dynamic range being compressed,
lower energy parts are better represented but the relative disparities between
higher energy regions are preserved. This logarithmic adjustment makes it
easier to properly capture both low- and high-intensity speech elements.

Additionally, the logarithmic filterbank characteristics are normalized for mean
and variance. This stage normalizes the characteristics across the audio sam-
ples, ensuring that they have a zero mean and unit variance. Any biases or
variances in the feature representation brought on by variations in the record-
ing environment or microphone characteristics may be reduced with the use
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of normalization.

The characteristics are further enhanced using a convolutional neural network
(CNN) after being processed via filterbank analysis, logarithmic compression,
and normalization. CNN uses a number of convolutional techniques to make
use of its capacity to capture local dependencies and patterns in the input.
To capture various levels of abstraction in the audio signal, these procedures
include sliding filters over the feature maps, extracting local features, and
learning hierarchical representations.

The feature extraction module converts the raw audio waveform into a rich and
useful feature representation by integrating the filterbank analysis, logarithmic
compression, mean and variance normalization, and CNN-based processing.
The Wav2Vec2 model is able to learn contextualized representations and carry
out precise automated speech recognition thanks to this feature representation,
which is used as the input to the following transformer-based encoder.

2. Transformer Encoder: The Wav2Vec2 model, which analyzes the collected
features and trains contextualized representations, has a crucial component
called the transformer encoder. As a result, automated speech recognition
tasks are performed better because the model is better equipped to recognize
complex language patterns and relationships in the audio input.

Transformer layers are stacked to create the transformer encoder. Self-attention
and feed-forward neural networks are the two primary elements of each layer.
The links between various components of the input sequence are crucially
captured by self-attention systems. The model can successfully simulate long-
distance dependencies and comprehend the contextual information included
in the voice data by paying attention to various points in the sequence.

In the self-attention process, the model learns to give each place in the input
sequence a distinct weight or attention score. These attention scores specify
how much weight should be given to each location during input processing.
The model can recognize relationships between far-off pieces and comprehend
the entire context of the voice data by paying attention to pertinent portions
of the sequence.

The self-attention method also enables the model to detect local and global
relationships in the audio data. This is accomplished by using a multi-head
attention mechanism, in which the model runs self-attention operations many
times concurrently, each action paying to a separate input subspace. The
model can capture both high-level and fine-grained linguistic patterns by fo-
cusing on many sequence segments at once, which enhances comprehension of
speech context.

The transformer encoder includes self-attention as well as feed-forward neural
networks in each layer. These networks handle attention-weighted represen-
tation processing and non-linear transformations. The feed-forward networks’
several layers of fully linked networks provide the model the ability to learn
elaborate mappings and identify complex correlations in the audio data.

The Wav2Vec2 model can efficiently extract the dependencies, linguistic pat-
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terns, and contextual information from the audio data by merging the self-
attention and feed-forward networks in the transformer encoder. This makes
it possible for the model to do precise automated voice recognition, making it
a valuable tool for uses like automatic subtitle production.

In this study, the employment of the Wav2Vec2 model makes it possible to support
correct and reliable automated subtitle synthesis for Bengali audio material. In the
following sections, we will go into further detail on the architecture as well as the
process of fine-tuning and subtitle generation.

4.2 Model Fine-Tuning and Post-Processing
During the process of fine-tuning the Wav2Vec2 model for Bengali automated subti-
tle production, a number of different strategies and components are used to maximize
the model’s performance and guarantee that appropriate transcription results are
produced. These aspects are essential to the process of molding the model to the
particular specifications of the endeavor. Let’s get into more depth about each one
of them.

1. CTC Loss: Throughout the process of fine-tuning, the Connectionist Tem-
poral Classification (CTC) loss will be used as the training target. Taking into
account the temporal dimension of voice data, this loss function enables the
model to acquire the knowledge necessary to align the predicted text with the
ground truth labels. When the model is optimized by the use of CTC loss, it
becomes more capable of managing the sequence-to-sequence nature of speech
recognition tasks. These tasks include situations in which the alignment be-
tween audio and text is not one-to-one.

2. Phonetic Dictionary: A phonetic lexicon is added to the model to further
increase the performance of the model. This dictionary provides a mapping
from individual words to the phonetic representations of those words. It does
so by taking into account the distinctive linguistic qualities and variances of
Bengali pronunciation. When phonetic information is included in the model,
it becomes more adept at handling ambiguous or out-of-vocabulary terms,
which ultimately leads to higher transcription accuracy.

3. Acoustic Models: To capture fine-grained acoustic nuances and fluctuations
in voice input, the Wav2Vec2 model makes use of acoustic models throughout
the fine-tuning process. These models are educated using vast audio datasets,
which enables the model to acquire acoustic characteristics that are essential
for effective speech recognition. The Wav2Vec2 model is able to better match
the extracted characteristics with the associated textual representations as a
consequence of the incorporation of these acoustic models into the process of
fine-tuning, which ultimately results in more accurate transcriptions.

4. Word Sequence Search (n-Gram Model): After the phase of fine-tuning,
an exhaustive word sequence search is carried out to provide correct subtitles.
In this stage, a language model, such as an n-gram model, is used to search
for the word sequences that are most probable given the transcribed audio.
The language model takes into account the statistical features and linguistic
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Figure 4.2: Automatic Speech Recognition Pipeline with Wav2Vec 2.0.

patterns of the Bengali language to improve the fluency and coherence of the
subtitles that are created. This results in an output that is more natural and
contextually appropriate.

Wav2Vec2 is a model that can be refined to provide accurate and dependable tran-
scription outcomes for Bengali automated subtitle synthesis if these components
are included in the process of fine-tuning. The model is able to accurately capture
the intricacies of the Bengali language and provide high-quality subtitles that are
closely aligned with the audio material as a result of the combination of the CTC
loss, phonetic dictionary, acoustic models, and word sequence search.

In general, the process of fine-tuning, together with the following post-processing
procedures, plays a vital role in fitting the Wav2Vec2 model to the particular needs
of automated subtitle synthesis. This is because the Wav2Vec2 model is used to
generate subtitles for videos. Because of this optimization procedure, the tran-
scription will be correct, which will improve the general accessibility and usage of
Bengali-language media.

4.3 Architecture Overview with Subtitle Genera-
tion

The architecture for the automated production of Bengali subtitles contains a set
of components and procedures that are related to one another and work together to
generate subtitles that are correct and synced with the audio material they accom-
pany. The ASR, which employs a finely tuned version of the Wav2Vec2 model, the
creation of a timecode, the rendering and assessment of subtitles, and the evaluation
of the system are the essential components of the design.

1. ASR using Fine-tuned Wav2Vec2: The Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) system is at the fundamental heart of the design. This system makes
use of the fine-tuned Wav2Vec2 model. This model has been trained using
audio data in Bengali, and after going through the process of fine-tuning, it
has been adapted to transcribe spoken words into written representations of
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those words. The ASR system performs a precise conversion of the audio
input into text, which is then used as the foundation for the development
of subtitles. It is able to do this by using its capability to capture auditory
features as well as contextualized linguistic patterns. This allows it to achieve
the desired goal.

2. Timecode Generation: Creating a timecode is a vital step in the process of
matching the transcribed text with certain timestamps in the audio stream,
which is the next stage in the process. Timecodes are produced by a proce-
dure that involves analyzing the audio waveform and using the precise time
information that is obtained. When the video is played again, these timecodes
indicate when each subtitle should appear and when it should stop appear-
ing. This technique ensures that the audio and the corresponding subtitles
are synchronized with one another, which enhances not only the viewing ex-
perience but also the viewer’s capacity to understand what they are seeing on
the screen.

3. Subtitle Rendering: Following the generation of the timecodes, the tran-
scribed text and the timecodes themselves become inputs for the subtitle ren-
dering component, which then uses both of these inputs to generate the final
subtitle files. The subtitles are prepared throughout the process of rendering
in line with the predetermined visual standards. These criteria include sugges-
tions for the size of the font, the color of the typeface, and the positioning of
the subtitles. After the subtitles have been created, they are either embedded
within the video itself or sent as separate subtitle files, depending on whatever
option was chosen during production. This enables users to see the text in
concert with the audio content that is being presented.

4. Evaluation: An evaluation process has been included in the architecture
of the system from the very beginning. This was done to ensure that the
subtitles that are produced are of the highest possible quality and accuracy.
This involves assessing whether or not the transcribed text and the audio are
in sync with one another, and also determining whether or not the subtitles
are grammatically correct and readily accessible. Additionally, this includes
determining whether or not the subtitles are in sync with one another. Eval-
uation metrics and qualitative assessments are used to track the progress of
the automated subtitle creation system and highlight areas that may benefit
from further development in the near or distant future.

In general, the architecture for the automated synthesis of Bengali subtitles involves
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an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system that makes use of the fine-tuned
Wav2Vec2 model. Additionally, the design includes the generation of timecode, the
rendering of subtitles, and evaluation. Accessibility, usability, and the overall view-
ing experience of Bengali-language media are all improved because of an integrated
method that makes it feasible to create subtitles that are in time with the audio and
accurate. Integrating cutting-edge ASR approaches, precise timecode generation,
and fast subtitle rendering, the architecture provides a complete solution for the
automatic synthesis of Bengali subtitles. This is accomplished via the use of the
architecture. Because of this, it is now feasible to create Bengali subtitles in a way
that is both timely and accurate.
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Chapter 5

Methodology

The purpose of this study is to investigate the use of deep learning methods in the
production of an automated system for generating subtitles for Bengali audio. This
can be accomplished by following the sequential stages specified in the proposed
work plan that is shown in figure 5.1 below.

5.1 Feature Extraction & Transformer Encoding
The accurate representation of audio data is essential for the successful training of
our system that generates automated subtitles, and feature extraction plays a vital
part in this. In this part, we will discuss the styles of feature extraction that were
used in order to dissect the preprocessed audio data that was attained from the
Bengali Common Voice Dataset.

1. Acoustic Features: In order to get useful aural information from the pre-
processed audio data, we used the feature extraction system that’s described
in the following judgment:

(a) Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs): MFCCs are a kind
of acoustic characteristic that’s used considerably in a variety of speech-
processing operations, including automatic speech recognition. They do
this by mapping the power spectrum of short-time frames onto the mel
scale, and also performing a separate cosine transform later. This allows
them to get the spectral features of the audio stream.

2. Additional Features: In addition to MFCCs, we contemplated the preface
of fresh rudiments that would improve the representation of the audio data.
This was done in trouble to make the audio data more accurate. In spite of
this, we conducted a number of trials and thorough evaluations and came to
the conclusion that the MFCCs supplied our ASR system with an acceptable
quantum of discriminational information. As a result, we decided to concen-
trate the majority of our efforts on MFCCs for the definition of our features.

Python’s Librosa module, which offered styles that were both effective and versatile
for audio analysis and processing, was used in the implementation of the feature
extraction procedure.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Methodology for Automatic Subtitle Generation for Bengali
Audio Using Deep Learning.
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In the coming part, we will talk about the procedures of model training and decoding.
In these phases, the extracted features are used to train our ASR system and produce
subtitles for Bengali audio.

5.2 Model Training & Decoding
In this part, we will walk you through the stages of training our automated subtitle-
generating system to work with Bengali audio. These phases include decoding, as
well as training our models to work with the audio. We made use of a wide variety of
strategies in order to increase the ASR system’s perfection and overall performance.

1. Fine-Tune with Transfer Learning: We decided to use a method called
fine-tuning in conjunction with transfer learning so that we could make the
utmost of the eventuality of models that had formerly been trained and speed
up the training process. To be more specific, we used the Wav2Vec2 model,
which had preliminarily been pre-trained on a massive multilingual corpus, as
the starting model for our automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. During
the process of fine-tuning, the model that had been trained was adapted so
that it could do the unique job of automatically generating subtitles in Bengali
by making use of the Bengali Common Voice Dataset.

During the process of fine-tuning, we started training on the Bengali Common
Voice Dataset while also continuing to initialize the Wav2Vec2 model with the
pre-trained weights. With the help of this strategy, our model was suitable to
make use of the information gained from the multilingual training data and
more directly capture the material acoustic aspects of Bengali speech.

2. Phonetic Dictionary: We created a phonetic wordbook that’s unique to the
Bengali language in order to prop in the process of mapping auditory units
to their phonetic representations. The phonetic wordbook offered a mapping
between different words and the phonetic recap that corresponded to each
word. This made it possible for the ASR system to deal with terms that
weren’t in its wordbook, which improved the delicacy of the subtitles that
were created.

Expertise in a number of different languages as well as hand reflection were
needed for the construction of the phonetic wordbook. In order to guarantee
that the phonetic representations of Bengali words are correct, we made use
of the verbal materials that were formerly available, similar to wordbooks
and verbal exploration. The phonetic wordbook was included in the decoding
process so that the alignment of acoustic units could be improved, and the
delicacy of the transcription was increased.

3. Acoustic Models: During the training phase of our ASR system, we made
use of aural models to get an understanding of the connection that exists
between the aural characteristics that were derived from the preprocessed
audio data and the textual representations that correspond to those features.
The audio models were constructed using neural networks. More precisely,
they included a direct layer, which was also activated using a softmax function.

During the training process, the audio models were enhanced by optimizing
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them using the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss function.
Because of this, the models were suitable to learn how to rightly match the
acoustic characteristics with the applicable textual representation, which en-
abled proper transcription of the Bengali audio data.

Deep learning architectures, similar to PyTorch were used in the perpetration of
the model training and fine-tuning procedures. These frameworks give effective
calculation and optimization strategies.

Decoding the acoustic characteristics and producing the final subtitles both need
the use of several word sequence search algorithms, one of which is the language
model. These will be discussed in the coming section.

5.3 Word Sequence Search
Word sequence search algorithms were used by our team in order to match the
acoustic characteristics with the word sequences that were most likely to be spoken
in the Bengali audio we were assigned with transcribing. This allowed us to produce
accurate and cohesive subtitles for the Bengali audio. This section provides an
explanation of the language model (n-gram) approach that’s used while doing word
sequence quests.

1. Language Model (n-Gram): An automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tem isn’t complete without a language model, which is an essential element
that calculates the liability of certain word sequences being in a specific lan-
guage. In our system, we made use of a verbal model known as an n-gram,
which calculates the liability of a word grounded on the environment of the
(n-1) words that came before it. This allowed us to make accurate predictions.

In order to train the language model, we made use of a huge corpus of Bengali
textbook data. This corpus comported of a wide variety of textual sources,
including books, papers, and material set up online. Tokenization, Sentence
Segmentation, and a variety of other verbal factors were addressed throughout
the preprocessing of the corpus.

We created an n-gram language model using the preprocessed corpus, using
different values for n to capture different degrees of environment for the various
situations of the environment. This needed the use of maximum likelihood es-
timation (MLE) or other smoothing approaches similar to add-k smoothing or
Kneser-Ney smoothing in order to estimate the probability of word sequences.

When it came time to decode the communication, the language model was put
to use to assign points to the various word sequences that were produced by the
ASR system. The scores generated by the acoustic model were coupled with
the chances generated by the language model in order to establish the word
sequence that’s most likely to correspond to a particular collection of audile
characteristics. By taking into account the audile substantiation as well as
the environment of the language, this integration supported the process of
producing subtitles that were more accurate and coherent.

The n-gram language model was developed using libraries and tools similar to
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NLTK or KenLM, which offer effective ways for training and querying language
models. These libraries and tools were used in the implementation.

In the coming part, we will talk about the post-processing methodologies that were
used to enhance the quality of the created subtitles, making them easier to read and
ensuring that they were accurate.

5.4 Post-Processing
The post-processing stages are necessary for enhancing the automatically produced
subtitles and assuring their quality, readability, and consonance for Bengali audio.
In this part, we will discuss the post-processing styles that were used to ameliorate
the quality of the subtitles that were generated by our ASR system.

1. Error Correction and Language-specific Processing: We used mistake
correction styles in addition to language-specific processing approaches so that
we might increase the verbal correctness of the subtitles that were created.
These approaches include:

(a) Spell-checking: During the process of subtitle development, we made
use of an n-gram language model for word sequence search, as was covered
in Section 5. This language model was used as a kind of post-processing
for the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system. We were suitable
to estimate the word sequences that were most likely to do by integrating
the chances from the language model with the scores from the aural
model. This allowed us to take into account both the audio evidence and
the environment of the language. This decoding phase helped improve
the delicacy and consistency of the subtitles that were created. This is
how the textbook that was created was checked for spelling errors in the
Bengali language, using a wordbook of duly spelled terms to compare the
textbook against and determine which words demanded to be corrected.

(b) Grammar and Language-specific Error Correction: In the coming
section, we will talk about the system of normalizing Bengali textbooks
in Unicode, which is going to be used as a later step in the post-processing
way. The purpose of this normalization is to address character encoding
and other normalizing concerns that are unique to Bengali textbooks. By
standardizing the representation of Bengali characters inside Unicode,
we assure consistency and harmony across systems, which contributes to
the accurate and applicable display of the translations. Thus, language-
specific error correction strategies were used in order to resolve frequent
verbal problems as well as inconsistencies that were present in the Bengali
subtitles. In order to identify and correct particular problems, these styles
used rule-based approaches, pattern matching, and language analysis.

2. Formatting and Readability Enhancement: We employed several for-
matting and readability enhancement strategies, similar to the following, in
order to enhance the overall readability and balance of the subtitles that were
created.

(a) Punctuation Insertion: The character “|” seems to be the last one
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in the vast majority of the authentic samples. As a consequence, a “|”
character has been added to the end of the text which was anticipated.
Also, punctuation essentials similar to commas, periods, and question
marks have been added to the subtitles in the proper places in order to
enhance the grammatical structure and clarity of the subtitles.

(b) Formatting and Styling: The subtitles that were created were format-
ted duly by making use of the right line breaks, indentation, font styles,
and sizes. This was done to guarantee that the generated subtitles were
presented in a visually charming manner and adhered to the criteria that
have been set for subtitle formatting.

5.5 Bengali Unicode Normalizer
Character encoding in Bengali text may vary very frequently, which might affect
several Unicode representations being used for the same Bengali letters. In order
to remedy this situation, we included a Bengali Unicode normalization procedure
in the post-processing portion of our workflow. The purpose of the normalization
procedure was to make the Unicode representation of Bengali characters harmonious
and compatible across all platforms. This was fulfilled by the normalization of the
Bengali character set.

1. Character Encoding Analysis: An investigation into the character en-
coding discrepancies that were discovered in the Bengali subtitles that were
produced by our ASR system came first; this was followed by the use of the
normalizing procedure. The results of this investigation helped to identify the
numerous Unicode representations that are employed for the same Bengali
characters. These representations include compound characters and alternate
forms.

2. Normalization Algorithm: On the base of the exploration of character en-
coding, we constructed a normalization technique that’s especially acclimated
for Bengali text. The system addressed a variety of challenges related to nor-
malization, including the following:

(a) Composite Character Decomposition: Numerous Bengali charac-
ters may be recast as a mixture of their introductory characters and the
diacritic marks that are associated with them. In order to guarantee
harmonious representation across the data, the normalization algorithm
broke down these compound characters into their individual element fac-
tors.

(b) Normalization of Alternative Forms: Some Bengali characters may
have alternate forms or variations in their Unicode representations. These
forms and variations are referred to as the normalization of indispensable
forms. This diversity of representations was analyzed by the algorithm,
which also mapped them all into a common format for the sake of con-
sistency.

3. Unicode Mapping and Transformation: In order to normalize Bengali
using Unicode, we first had to develop a mapping table that connected the
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various variants of Unicode representations with their separate normalized
forms. During the process of transformation, the mapping table was applied to
translate the various representations into their separate standardized Unicode
forms.

4. Integration into the Post-processing Pipeline: The procedure for nor-
malizing Bengali text to the Unicode standard was included in the post-
processing channel of our ASR system. Following the phases of mistake cor-
rection, formatting, and readability enhancement, the produced subtitles were
subjected to the normalization process. This procedure ensured that Bengali
letters were represented in Unicode in a manner that was harmonious and
compatible with other Unicode representations.

The procedure of normalizing Bengali text using Unicode was veritably important for
conserving the authenticity of the Bengali language and ensuring that the subtitles
were rendered correctly across a variety of devices and apps.

In the coming part, we will examine the last phase of the process of creating subtitles,
which is the actual development of the subtitles based on the processed text and the
matching audio timestamps. This step takes place after the processing of the text
has been completed.

5.6 Subtitle Generation
The actual creation of subtitles, determined by the text that has been processed
and the audio timestamps that correspond to it, is the last stage of our automated
system for the development of subtitles. In this section, we will provide an overview
of the methodology and processes that were used in the process of generating Ben-
gali subtitles that are accurate and in sync with the audio. These methods and
procedures were utilized in the process of producing correct and in sync with the
audio Bengali subtitles. From figure 5.2, we can see how the transcribed texts are
segmented within the audio reference.

িতিন বহৃ�র �নায়াখালী �জলার মেধ� �থম ��াজেুয়ট িছেলন

িতিন বহৃ�র �নায়াখালী �জলার  মেধ�  �থম ��াজেুয়ট  িছেলন

Figure 5.2: Segmented Audio with Transcribed Text by ASR.

1. Audio Data Preparation for Subtitle Generation: To generate the sub-
titles from videos, we need to extract the audio from the video first. Then, we
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need to process that audio:

(a) Converting to WAV Format: We transformed the video files into
WAV format. WAV is a lossless audio format, which preserves the original
audio quality without compression and does not discard any audio data
during encoding. WAV files provide greater flexibility for preprocessing
and feature extraction.

(b) Audio Chunking: We broke down the audio into smaller pieces, like
dividing a cake into slices. Each piece had a specific timecode, like a
timestamp, which helped us keep track of where each part belonged in
the video. This made it much simpler to work with the audio because
we could deal with smaller sections at a time, like solving one piece of
a puzzle before moving to the next. Also, it helped us to work with the
computational resources that we had.

2. Alignment of Text and Audio: In order to achieve precise synchronization
between the created subtitles and the corresponding audio segments, we made
use of a strict alignment technique. This allowed us to achieve our goal. A time
code was used in order to successfully complete this task. In order to correctly
align the generated text with the audio waveform, this operation needed the
use of complex alignment algorithms or methods. Finding the correct time
intervals in the audio that fit each portion of the subtitles was the first step in
getting everything aligned properly. Because of this, it was possible to bring
the segments into the correct alignment with one another.

3. Timecode Generation: After making sure that the text and the audio were
exactly synchronized with one another, the next step was to produce the cor-
rect timecodes for each segment of the subtitles. These timecodes contain the
starting and ending timestamps for each subtitle, which indicates the length
of time that the subtitle should be illustrated on-screen. Additionally, the
timecodes indicate the period of time that the subtitle should be displayed.

4. Subtitle Formatting: When we created the subtitles for the video, we en-
sured that they were formatted correctly so that they were easier to read and
presented in a more aesthetically pleasing manner. Utilizing these techniques,
you are able to personalize not only the position of the subtitles on the screen
but also their font style, size, and color, as well as the placement of the sub-
titles on the screen. In addition, we emphasized specific words or phrases by
using formatting characteristics such as italics and boldface where it was ap-
propriate to do so, and we indicated who the speakers were by using boldface
and italics.

5. Subtitle Rendering: After the timecodes and layout were finalized, we pro-
duced the final subtitle output by using a rendering engine for the subtitles.
This allowed us to generate the highest-quality subtitles possible. This engine
generated a complete subtitle file that was suitable for use with standard sub-
title formats such as WebVTT (.vtt) and SubRip (.srt). The processed text
was combined with time codes and guidelines for formatting, which enabled
it to accomplish this goal.

Our automatic subtitle creation system reached its peak in the generation phase,
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which resulted in the production of synchronized and visually pleasing subtitles
for Bengali audio content. These subtitles were generated as a direct result of the
generation stage of the system.

In the next section, we will discuss the evaluation technique that was carried out in
order to analyze the performance and effectiveness of both our ASR system and our
subtitle generation pipeline. This will be done by comparing and contrasting the
two systems’ respective strengths and weaknesses.

5.7 Evaluation
It is necessary to do an analysis of our automated subtitle production system in order
to determine its efficacy, accuracy, and overall performance. This section provides
an overview of the evaluation procedure that was used to assess the efficacy of the
subtitles that were developed for Bengali audio material.

1. Evaluation Metrics: In order to determine whether or not our strategy was
successful, we relied on a mix of quantitative and subjective evaluation criteria.
The accuracy, synchronization, readability, and overall quality of the subtitles
that were developed were judged based on these criteria. The following are
the metrics of assessment that we used:

(a) Word Error Rate (WER): The word-level error rate (WER) is de-
termined by comparing the reference transcripts to the automatically
generated subtitles. WER levels that are lower are indicative of greater
accuracy.

(b) Character Error Rate (CER): CER calculates the proportion of
character-level discrepancies between the reference transcripts and the
produced subtitles. Lower CER values indicate more accuracy, similar
to WER.

(c) Synchronization Accuracy: This statistic measures how well the pro-
duced subtitles and related audio segments align. It counts the propor-
tion of time codes or subtitle lengths that are appropriately aligned.

(d) Subjective Evaluation: The overall effectiveness, readability, and co-
herence of the created subtitles were evaluated by a team of human re-
viewers. Based on their interpretation and comprehension of the subti-
tled material, they offered arbitrary scores and comments.

2. Evaluation Data: We created a second assessment dataset containing Ben-
gali audio recordings and manually transcribable reference subtitles for testing
purposes. To provide complete assessment coverage, this dataset included a
wide variety of speech patterns, themes, and speakers.

3. Evaluation Procedure: The following stages made up the assessment pro-
cess:

(a) Data Preparation: The evaluation dataset underwent preprocessing
to ensure that it met the specifications for our automated method for
creating subtitles’ input format.
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(b) Subtitle Generation: For the evaluation dataset, subtitles were created
using the system.

(c) Evaluation Metric Calculation: To determine the assessment met-
rics, such as WER, CER, and synchronization correctness, the produced
subtitles were compared to the reference subtitles.

(d) Subjective Evaluation: A selection of the produced subtitles was
checked by human evaluators who gave their opinions on their quality,
readability, and coherence.

4. Findings and Assessment: The examination of the evaluation findings was
carried out in order to determine how successful our automated technique
of subtitle generation is. The objective measurements, which include synchro-
nization accuracy, WER, and CER, give information that can be quantified on
the capabilities of the system in terms of accuracy and synchronization. The
responses to the subjective assessment questions offered qualitative ratings on
the overall quality and readability of the subtitles that were prepared.

5.8 Error Analysis and Improvement
The phase of our automatic subtitle production system that is dedicated to the study
of errors and the pursuit of ways to enhance the system’s overall performance is of
the utmost significance. This phase is responsible for understanding what factors led
to the errors that were produced and developing potential solutions to correct those
factors. In this section, we will analyze the analysis of faults that were discovered
during the evaluation process and propose ways to boost the precision and standard
of the subtitles that are created.

1. Error Analysis: During the course of the evaluation, we conducted a com-
prehensive inquiry into the errors that were generated by our software, which
is responsible for the generation of automatic subtitles. The objective of the
inquiry was to get an understanding of the myriad of errors that were made,
the patterns that were most often seen among them, and the factors that could
have contributed to their occurrence. In order to categorize the errors that we
discovered, we used the following major categories:

(a) Word Errors: Errors occurred as a result of poor transcribing or rec-
ognizing words, which eventually resulted in disparities being present
between the captions that were made and referenced transcripts.

(b) Timing Errors: The fact that the subtitles are not synchronized with
the audio that corresponds to them is the root cause of the errors that are
seen. Timing discrepancies inside the subtitles are one of these problems.
For example, the start or end timestamps can be wrong.

(c) Phonetic Errors: The improper analysis of phonetic information may
lead to inaccuracies, which, in turn, can lead to faults in the subtitles
that are formed as a consequence of such interpretation.

(d) Formatting Errors: Errors in the presentation and layout of the subti-
tles, comprising difficulties such as incorrect alignment, discrepancies in
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the font used, or missing aesthetic components.

2. Improvement Strategies: In order to improve the precision and overall
quality of the subtitles that are generated, we have come up with a number of
potential solutions that depend on the error trends and causes that we have
uncovered. These include the following:

(a) Model Refinement: Improving the performance of the Wav2Vec2 model
when applied to Bengali audio by systematically fine-tuning it via the
use of additional training data or specific approaches. Improving the
hyperparameters, determining the possibilities of various designs, or us-
ing advanced transfer learning techniques are all examples of things that
might fall under this category.

(b) Data Augmentation: The training dataset will see a rise in both its
depth and breadth as a direct consequence of the use of a number of
data augmentation procedures. This method has a chance to assist in
minimizing the effects of insufficient training data and boost the system’s
capacity to generalize its findings, both of which would be beneficial.

(c) Language-Specific Acoustic Models: The development of language-
specific acoustic models that are adapted to the distinctive phonetic fea-
tures and pronunciation patterns of Bengali. This may result in better
identification accuracy and fewer phonetic mistakes.

(d) Post-Processing Techniques: Exploring more complex post-processing
approaches, such as language modeling, with the goal of further honing
the subtitles that are created. In this way, the subtitles’ coherence and
naturalness may be improved by using language models that are based
on n-grams or more sophisticated neural language models.

(e) Error Correction Algorithms: The investigation of error correction
algorithms that are able to identify and fix frequent mistakes in created
subtitles. In order to recognize and fix certain mistake patterns, these
algorithms may make use of statistical methodologies, deep learning, or
rule-based approaches.

3. Iterative Evaluation and Refinement: We are going to carry out iterative
assessments of the improved system so that we can determine how successful
the recommended improvement tactics are. This entails carrying out the re-
view procedure once again with the improved methodology and then contrast-
ing the outcomes with the prior version. We will evaluate the effects of the
adjustments by analyzing how the assessment measures, such as WER and
CER, synchronization accuracy, and subjective evaluations, have changed.

We want to fix the mistakes that have been discovered and improve the accuracy,
synchronization, and overall quality of the automatically produced subtitles by re-
peatedly reviewing and developing our system for the development of automated
subtitles.
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Chapter 6

Result & Analysis

A number of different approaches and strategies were used in order to achieve the
objectives of the research. The Wav2Vec2 architecture, a state-of-the-art automated
speech recognition (ASR) model, was used in the research. The model was fine-tuned
using a substantial dataset consisting of Bengali audio recordings. The model was
modified with the use of transfer learning strategies so that it would be applicable
to the particulars of the Bengali language. In addition, the system contained both
a phonetic lexicon and acoustic models in order to increase the accuracy of the
transcription.

1
00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:04,956
িবমান বািহনীেক আরও এিগেয় িনেত �িশ�ণ কায�করণ বাড়ােনার পরামশ� িদেয়েছন রা�পিত �মাহা�দ শাহ

2
00:00:04,956 --> 00:00:07,342
ম�লবার িবমান বািহনী �ধান

3
00:00:07,342 --> 00:00:08,849
এয়ার িচফ মাশ�াল

4
00:00:08,849 --> 00:00:10,382
�শখ আবদলু হা�ান

5
00:00:10,382 --> 00:00:11,837
রা�পিতর সােথ শাখা

6
00:00:11,837 --> 00:00:13,353
�ত ব�ভবেন �গেল

Figure 6.1: Generated Subtitle for a Bengali News Media (.srt)
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In order to produce the subtitles, it was necessary to conduct an order of words search
by making use of a language model, and more specifically, n-gram models that had
been modified to work with the Bengali language. Post-processing techniques, such
as the Bengali Unicode normalization, were used with the goal of bringing about
an improvement in the consistency and quality of the subtitles that were generated.
The accuracy of the ASR, the accuracy of the timecode generation, the standard of
the output of the subtitles, and the overall utility of the system were some of the
factors that were considered while evaluating the system’s performance. Figure 6.1
shows the SRT file generated from the video by our proposed Subtitle Generation
Architecture for Bengali Language.

By performing an analysis of the results obtained from these applicable methodolo-
gies and approaches, this section will provide insights into the efficacy and usefulness
of the created automatic subtitle-generating device for Bengali audio content. These
insights will be provided via the presentation of data.

6.1 ASR Performance
In order to evaluate how well the automatic recognition of speech (ASR) system
performed, we employed the following methods:

1. Character Error Rate (CER): Evaluation of the accuracy of ASR sys-
tems often makes use of a statistic called the Character Error Rate, which is
commonly abbreviated as CER. For the purpose of determining it, all that is
required of us is to conduct a simple count of the number of alterations, such
as replacements, omissions, and additions, that must be made from the text
that represents the ground truth (also referred to as the source text) to the
text that represents the result of the ASR system. The CER is often expressed
using the formula that is as follows:

CER = (S +D + I)/N (6.1)

where S stands for the number of substitutions, D for the number of deletions,
I for the number of insertions, and N for the total number of characters in
the source text. The CER value represents the percentage of the source text’s
characters where the ASR system provided an incorrect prediction. Lower
CER values are indicative of better performance, with 0 standing for a per-
formance that is faultless.

2. Word Error Rate (WER): Another key indicator for assessing ASR systems
is the Word Error Rate (WER), which is particularly useful in situations in
which the transcription comprises paragraphs or sentences of words that have
significance.

WER = (Sw +Dw + Iw)/Nw (6.2)

WER acts on the word level and counts the number of word changes, such as
insertions, deletions, and replacements, that are necessary to turn one phrase
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into another. WER is calculated using the same algorithm as CER, however,
it acts at the word level instead of the character level. In most cases, the value
of the WER is greater than the value of the matching CER.

Good CER and WER values are dependent on the particular use case, and these
values might change depending on variables such as the kind of material and the
level of difficulty of the activity. For printed text, standards derived from extensive
digitization projects conducted by Australian newspapers show that CER values
of 1% to 2% indicate high accuracy, values between 2% and 10% are deemed to
be average, and values over 10% indicate poor accuracy. In situations featuring
handwritten writing that contains a variety of information, a CER value of about
20% may be deemed acceptable as a reasonable level.

Score Fine-Tuned Fine-Tuned + Bengali Unicode Normalizer
CER 0.098 0.093
WER 0.310 0.283

Table 6.1: CER & WER results of Fine-Tuned Wav2Vec2
and Fine-Tuned Wav2Vec2 with Bengali Unicode Normalizer

The wav2vec2 model has feature extraction and Transformer encoding in it. We
trained and fine-tuned the model on the Bengali Common Voice Dataset by adding
the CTC loss function, Phonetic Dictionary, Acoustic Models, and Word Sequence
Search (n-Gram Model). After that, we post-processed and added Bengali Unicode
Normalizer to get greater ASR performance. For both cases, we generated subtitles
and found good differences in the accuracy.

On Bengali audio data, the fine-tuned Wav2Vec2 model demonstrated good perfor-
mance, resulting in a CER score of 0.098 and a WER score of 0.310. In addition,
the CER score was lowered to 0.093 after using the Bengali Unicode Normaliza-
tion on top of the fine-tuned Wav2Vec2 model. The WER score also decreased to
0.283. These findings provide evidence that we can get more enhanced ASR perfor-
mance on top of the fine-tuned model if we add post-processing and Bengali Unicode
Normalizer with it.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of CER scores.

In figure 6.2 & 6.3, we can see the Distribution of the CER scores which is a plot of
count vs CER scores, and the CER score of the ASR Model which is a plot of CER
scores of the whole validation dataset from 0 to 8000 samples. From this, we can
visualize how high or how low the CER score went in our findings. It also shows
how many samples have these scores in the Distribution of the CER scores graph.
We can see that, the CER score range is 0 to 1 and 0.093 is the best CER score we
achieved.
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Figure 6.3: CER Scores of the ASR Model.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of WER scores.

On the other hand, in figure 6.4 & 6.5, we can see the Distribution of the WER
scores, which is a plot of count versus WER scores, and the WER score of the ASR
model, which is a plot of WER scores for the whole validation dataset, ranging from
0 to 8000 samples. This provides a visual representation of how high or low the
WER score was in our results. In addition, the number of samples that have these
scores is shown in the Distribution of the WER scores graph. We can see that the
range of possible WER scores is 0 to 2 and the best score we were able to attain
was 0.283.
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Figure 6.5: WER Scores of the ASR Model.
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Predictions References Pred
len

Ref
len

CER
Score

WER
Score

েটস্ট েখলাগুেলার বাইের
বয্াপক সংখয্ায় রান
েতােলন।

েটস্ট েখলাগুেলার বাইের
বয্াপকসংখয্ায় রান তুেলন।

7 6 0.0435 0.5

িতিন িহনু্দ েদবেদবীেদর
সম্মান কেরন না

িতিন িহনু্দ েদবেদবীেদর
সম্মান কেরন না।

6 6 0.0263 0.167

িকন্তু এসব জায়গার
অিধকাংশ এখন সাধারণ
মানুেষর েভাগ দখেল।

িকন্তু এইসব জায়গার
অিধকাংশ এখন সাধারণ
মানুেষর েভাগ দখেল।

9 9 0.0182 0.112

এবং িতিন বয্িক্তগতভােব
তােক মৃতুয্দণ্ড েদন।

এবং িতিন বয্িক্তগতভােব
তােক মৃতুয্দণ্ড েদন।

6 6 0.0 0.0

এেত রেয়েছ যুেদ্ধর িকছু
দৃশয্

এেত রেয়েছ যুেদ্ধর িকছু
দৃশয্।

5 5 0.0344 0.2

এই সেম্মলেন কুেয়েত
েকােনা পৰ্িতিনিত উপিস্থত
িছেলন না।

এই সেম্মলেন কুেয়েতর
েকােনা পৰ্িতিনিধ উপিস্থত
িছেলন না।

8 8 0.0384 0.25

Table 6.2: Predicted vs Reference Result.

Table 6.2 shows the Predicted vs Reference Results. In this, we can find that Our
ASR model has predicted the Audio samples very accurately though some of them
have spelling errors and grammatical errors. The predicted word length in a sentence
is very close to the reference word length which depicts the performance level of our
ASR system. However, we can find good CER and WER scores for the predicted
samples by our fine-tuned wav2vec2 which outperforms most of the publicly available
ASR systems.

6.2 TimeCode & Subtitle Generation
Notably, the ASR system obtained levels of accuracy and effectiveness when it came
to the generation of transcriptions for audio in Bengali. A high degree of accuracy
was seen in the process of our approach and turning it into text by the low CER and
WER scores. However, we found that CER and WER scores is varying whenever
the predicted sentence length is not similar to the reference sentence length. On the
other hand, automated timecodes is varying from manual timecode annotations due
to the ASR we got.

After perfecting the ASR system for our goal, we approached generating TimeCode
for subtitles. We used pydub and moviepy libraries for generating the subtitles.
After getting the videos, we convert them to audio and did segmentations in between
the silences to make chunks of small audios for that particular file. We kept 500
milliseconds of silence at the beginning and end of each chunk for synchronizing the
subtitle later. Then, we generated the start time code and end time code for each
chunk. Lastly, we generated text for all the chunks through our ASR pipeline and
build a SRT file with the time codes and texts accordingly.

The following metrics were used in order to assess the level of precision in the
timecode and subtitle generation:
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1. Absolute Timecode Error (ATE): The absolute time difference between
the timecodes that were created by the system and the timecodes that were
annotated by hand is what ATE measures. It offers an overall assessment of
accuracy as well as a calculation of the time variation in milliseconds for each
timecode.

2. Relative Timecode Error (RTE): The relative timing error (RTE) is cal-
culated by comparing the manually annotated times with the automatically
produced times. It computes the percentage of time that is off for each time-
code and provides an indicator of the relative accuracy of the timecodes that
have been created.

3. Synchronization Accuracy: The precision with which the subtitles are
aligned with their respective audio tracks is referred to as ”synchronization
accuracy.” It analyzes the temporal accuracy of the subtitles and determines
how well they coincide with the words that are being spoken.

Lower figures of both ATE and RTE are indicative of a higher degree of precision
and accuracy in the creation of the timecode. The performance of the timecode
creation module was assessed using the Bengali audio dataset, with the goal of
making additional improvements. The purpose of the module was to dependably
give proper timecodes that were automatically synchronized with the audio sections.
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of Time difference between the Manual Subtitle vs
Generated Subtitle Time Code.

In our investigation, we compared the efficacy of the automatically produced sub-
titles to that of the hand-crafted subtitles by determining the amount of time that
elapsed between the two sets of time codes for manually made and automatically
generated subtitles. Because of this, we were able to measure the inaccuracy that
existed among both sets of subtitles and evaluate the effectiveness of the deep learn-
ing model in terms of its ability to generate correct subtitles. In figure 6.6, we see a
visualization of the distribution of errors between subtitles that were made manually
and those that were generated by an automated system. The histogram shows how
often different error values occurred in our data, providing insight into the overall
accuracy of the machine-generated subtitles. The figure and assessment results re-
vealed that the module obtained a low Absolute Timecode Error (ATE) and Relative
Timecode Error (RTE). The fact that the automatically produced timecodes were
quite similar to the manually annotated timecodes as the difference between them
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is very low, demonstrated a high degree of accuracy in the process of matching the
timecodes with the audio segments.

When it comes to synchronization, such as when displaying subtitles or indexing
audio, having an accurate timecode generation is very necessary. Timecodes that
may be relied on provide for precise navigation and synchronization of audio and
text-based material. According to the results, the timecode-generating module may
have the capability of improving the effectiveness and precision of a wide variety
of applications, particularly those that are dependent on synchronized time-based
data.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of Generated Subtitle & Actual Subtitle.

According to our work plan, we applied a machine-learning model to generate subti-
tles for a Youtube video from a prominent news channel in Bangladesh. To evaluate
the performance of our model, we also manually transcribed the video to obtain the
actual subtitles. We then created a data frame to compare the machine-generated
and manually-created subtitles. Figure 6.7 presents a snapshot of this DataFrame,
where the actual_news column represents the manually transcribed subtitle lines
and the news column represents the corresponding lines generated by our model
for the given timecodes. By comparing these two columns, we were able to assess
the accuracy of our machine-generated subtitles and identify any discrepancies with
the manually created subtitles. From this, we also can see that our whole system
is getting great WER and CER scores for this new Youtube video testing and the
time codes are also very similar to each other achieving higher level of accuracy.

6.3 Overall Analysis & Improvement Opportuni-
ties

The results of the study are shown in the form of a pairplot in figure 6.8, which
illustrates how the CER scores vary depending on the length of sentences that are
included in the subtitles. The pairplot offers insightful comparisons of the degrees
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Figure 6.8: Pairplot showing the relationship between CER scores and the number
of words in sentences for both machine-generated (Prediction) and human-made

(Reference) subtitles. The plot illustrates how CER scores vary with the length of
sentences for both types of subtitles, providing insights into the accuracy of

machine-generated subtitles compared to human-made subtitles.

of accuracy achieved by machine-generated subtitles and those achieved by subtitles
created by humans.

When we take a look at the pair plot in figure 6.8, we can see how the CER scores
change depending on whether the amount of words in the sentences increases or
decreases for both types of subtitles. Due to the nature of the pair plot, this is
something that is open to us as an option. As a result of this research, we are able
to have a better grasp of the effectiveness of machine-generated subtitles in contrast
to the subtitles that were made by humans. It allows us to identify any trends or
patterns in the CER scores based on the length of the sentence and evaluate the
accuracy of the automatically produced subtitles over a range of sentence challenges.
In addition to this, it enables us to determine the appropriate length for sentences.
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This pairplot is an illustration of the link between CER scores and the length of
sentences, which offers a more in-depth knowledge of the accuracy and usefulness
of subtitles that were generated by a computer. It provides valuable insight into
the advantages and disadvantages of the ASR system in accurately transcribing
subtitles and reveals locations where adjustments may be made to raise the level of
quality and precision of the machine-produced subtitles. In addition, it highlights
places where modifications may be made to boost the speed at which the subtitles
are created. In addition to this, it offers insightful information on the capabilities
of the ASR system, as well as its shortcomings, in terms of effectively transcribing
subtitles.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of the number of words in the sentences.

From the 6.9 graph, the Distribution of the number of words in the sentences is
visualized which depicts that our predicted length has much higher accuracy in
reference to the actual length.

The analysis of the ASR system, the timecode generation module, and the subti-
tle rendering module have offered significant insights into the performance of these
components and areas in which they may be improved. After applying Bengali Uni-
code Normalization, the fine-tuned Wav2Vec2 model showed high performance on
the Bengali audio dataset, with a CER score of 0.093 and a WER score of 0.283.
These scores were derived from the model’s analysis of the Bengali audio dataset.
However, when the projected sentence length was different from the reference sen-
tence length, different CER and WER scores were detected. Additionally, owing to
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the output of the ASR, inconsistencies were identified between the automated and
human timecode annotations. These disparities were caused by the ASR. The time-
code generating module demonstrated accurate alignment with minimal Absolute
Timecode Error (ATE) and Relative Timecode Error (RTE) values; however, further
comparison with human timecode annotations would offer a more thorough assess-
ment. Opportunities for development include linguistically specific fine-tuning of the
ASR model, investigation of post-processing approaches for improved transcription,
and enhancement of timecode alignment. In addition, improving the resilience of the
modules to changes and checking the accuracy of the manual timecode annotations
would also help the general improvement of the system.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have successfully developed and evaluated a deep learning-based
approach to automatically generate accurate and synchronized subtitles for Bengali
audio content. Our approach involved gathering and preprocessing a large dataset of
Bengali audio and corresponding subtitle data, designing and implementing a deep
learning-based approach that incorporates techniques such as speech recognition,
natural language processing, and sequence-to-sequence modeling, and evaluating
the accuracy, synchronization, and readability of the generated subtitles.

Primarily, we followed a systematic work plan to automatically generate Bengali
subtitles using deep learning techniques. We used Bengali Common Voice Dataset
to train our automatic speech recognition model which is the foundation of building
the automatic subtitle generator. We used several preprocessing methods, includ-
ing noise reduction, silence removal, punctuation removal, and text cleaning, to
guarantee the accuracy and consistency of the data we gathered.

Based on our findings, we can confidently assert that our methodology is capable of
generating high-quality, perfectly timed Bengali subtitles for audio content. Several
obstacles to creating automatic subtitles for Bengali audio were conquered with
the help of cutting-edge deep-learning techniques and thorough data pretreatment.
Our method is also very adaptable, making it suitable for use in a wide variety of
languages and fields.

In conclusion, a system for the automatic generation of Bengali subtitles has been
built through this study. Accurate subtitle transcription and synchronization were
accomplished using deep learning techniques and the Bengali Common Voice Dataset.
The suggested approach has the potential to enhance usability and accessibility in
many fields, including the media, education, and entertainment industries. Improv-
ing the precision and timing of the generated subtitles may need further development
of deep learning models and the incorporation of new data sources.

7.1 Challenges and Limitations
An admirable effort has been made to develop an automatic subtitle production
system for Bengali audio, however, this endeavor has not been without its fair share
of difficulties. The availability of data, especially training data that is of a high
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quality and is varied in terms of language, has continued to be a difficult obstacle
to overcome. The many regional differences in accent, dialect, and pronunciation of
Bengali made it challenging to develop a model that was correct over the language’s
whole territory. In addition, the complexity of the Bengali alphabet as well as the
linguistic features of Bengali, such as ligatures and diacritics, have contributed to
the difficulty of transcription. Variability in sentence lengths as well as the occa-
sional unpredictability of the Character Error Rate (CER) and the Word Error Rate
(WER) measures have also needed attention. Due to the possibility of inaccuracies
in the manual timecode annotations that are used for comparison, achieving exact
alignment between human and automated timecodes may be difficult. Despite the
fact that post-processing methods have improved subtitle quality, they have not yet
caught up to the standard of professional subtitles. Additional factors that con-
tribute to the difficulty of this endeavor include the resource-intensive nature of
fine-tuning models such as Wav2Vec2, the importance of usability concerns, and the
need for user input.

However, it is essential to keep in mind that these obstacles are only steps on the
never-ending path towards the goal of generating multimedia material that is more
accessible to Bengali speakers. Addressing these problems via data gathering, lan-
guage adaption, and model optimization efforts will eventually lead to the improve-
ment of subtitle production systems as future work progresses. The overall objective
is to overcome these restrictions so that correct and synchronized subtitles may be
provided to a wider audience, and so that this technology can be applied to other
languages that need improved accessibility.

7.2 Future Work
The conclusion of this study is a significant step towards the construction of an
automated subtitle-generating system for Bengali audio material, and it symbolizes
the achievement of an essential milestone. However, there are a number of potential
areas for future study and improvements that, if pursued, might accelerate the
development of this technology and expand its scope of influence.

1. Production-Level Deployment: The immediate objective is to transform
the prototype of the study into a system that is ready for production. In
order to do this, the user interface has to be refined, the computational infras-
tructure needs to be optimized, and scalability needs to be ensured so that
the system can support a rising user base. The creation of a user interface
(UI) that is based on the web will facilitate easy access for customers, and
the platform will be made available on a subscription basis in order to cater
to the varied requirements of content developers, media organizations, and
educational institutions. Figure 7.1 depicts the proposed UI of BanglaScribe
which will be our SaaS (Software as a service) platform to auto-generate and
edit Bengali subtitles for audio and videos.

2. Language Expansion: While Bengali has been the primary emphasis so far,
future plans call for the automatic subtitle-generating system to be expanded
so that it may serve new languages. We will be focusing on languages like
indic-ocean languages as they are low-resourced and there is a big literature
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Figure 7.1: WebUI of Proposed BanglaScribe. A SaaS Platform to Auto-Generate
& Edit Subtitles from Bengali Multimedia.

gap found. As part of this growth, we will be collecting data, refining our
model, and adapting our language use to suit each of our target languages.
The goal for the long run is to make the system a bilingual and multicultural
instrument, which will improve accessibility and inclusion for a worldwide
audience.

3. Improved Post-Processing Techniques: In spite of the fact that the exist-
ing system makes use of post-processing techniques to improve subtitle quality,
continuing research might investigate even more sophisticated approaches. It
is possible to use algorithms that are based on natural language processing
(NLP) in order to improve the grammar, punctuation, and overall readability
of subtitles, bringing them closer to the quality of subtitles that are created
by professionals.

4. Real-Time Subtitle Generation: As a result of the progression of tech-
nology, the creation of capabilities for the production of automated subtitles
in real-time is becoming an increasingly viable possibility. Accessibility and
the overall quality of the user experience may be significantly improved by
including a real-time mode in live events, streaming, or video conferencing.

5. Integration with Existing Platforms: Through collaborative efforts with
pre-existing multimedia platforms and video-sharing services, it may be possi-
ble to realize more streamlined processes for the incorporation of the subtitle
production system into the process of content creation. Plugins, application
programming interfaces (APIs), and agreements with major streaming and
video-sharing platforms are examples of this.

6. Enhanced Evaluation Metrics: A more nuanced comprehension of system
performance may be attained via the ongoing development and improvement
of assessment measures. The investigation of measures that take into account
cultural and linguistic context, audience involvement, and cognitive load may
lead to more complete evaluations of the quality of subtitles.
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7. User Feedback and Iterative Development: It is vital, in order to make
continuous improvements, to solicit input from users, and carry out usability
tests. A method of development that is iterative and takes into consideration
the preferences of users, the requirements of accessibility, and the many kinds
of material that are always developing will guarantee that the system continues
to be effective and relevant.

8. AI and ASR Advancements: It is essential to stay at a level of develop-
ments in both artificial intelligence (AI) and automated speech recognition
(ASR) technology. Adopting models, methods, and pre-training datasets that
are considered to be state-of-the-art may lead to considerable increases in the
accuracy of ASR as well as the quality of subtitles.

In a nutshell, the work that has to be done in the future for this automated subtitle
generation system entails both improvements in terms of technology and expansions
in terms of strategy. The intention is to transition it from a research project into
a tool that is easily accessible to a large audience and can be adapted so that
it caters to a variety of audiences, encourages inclusion, and makes it easier to
produce content in a variety of fields and languages. The long-term goal is to make
interesting and approachable multimedia experiences available to users of all types,
including those who create and consume information.
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